
Mount a large, heavy, and deeply curved 
display with confidence & reclaim your 
desk space. AWMS-BT40 is for a single 

ultrawide monitor to 18kg (40lb) or flat 

displays to 25kg (55lb). This is a ‘set & 

forget’ stand with a good height range & 

tilt capabilities for your ideal setup. 

Small footprint mount for ultrawide monitors

Desk space
This monitor mount is low profile 
so users achieve the maximum 
functional desk area

Height range
of 224mm (8.8”) on the post to 
position your monitor for comfort 
(198mm or 7.8” range when 
mounted with C-clamp)

AWMS-BT40
HEAVY DUTY SINGLE MONITOR MOUNT

Workspace Mounting Solutions

10 Year Warranty

Quality construction
10 year warranty & manufactured 
with recyclable materials for smaller 
environmental footprint

Available in silver or black

75x75
100x100

24” to 57” 25kg (55lb)
FLAT

18kg (26.5b)
CURVED

Super heavy-duty 
backets
- Quick Connect latching
- Tilt monitor -8° to +12° 

Fine-tune position
Tool-free micro-adjustments to 
fine-tune position;

- Height ±6mm (±¼”)
- Levelling ±3°

Cable management
Discrete through the post



Small footprint mount for ultrawide monitors

Atdec Uncover™ is where 
our infinite mounting 
possibilities become your 
specific mounting solutions.

Call us to discuss your next project

Capability & upgradability 

Latest ultrawide monitors
Relationships with major monitor 
and LFD vendors provides insight  
to coming monitors, usually 
enabling us to design and test new 
mounting solutions earlier than 
other mount manufacturers. 

Ingenious accessories
Reclaim more desk space with a AC-MP mini PC 
mounting plate. Or futureproof in case you stack 
a second monitor (ultrawide or otherwise) with 
stackable post AWM-P40X. 

Solutions for displays of all kinds.
Atdec modular enables the same elegant & 
ergonomic range to to create mounts for all 
displays & configurations you want. Including 
desk and wall mounts for control rooms.

Ordering guide

1 x AWM-BT tilt brackets

1 x AWM-P40G post

AWM-FC C-clamp

AWM-FH heavy-duty F-clamp

AC-GC grommet/bolt-through

AWMS-BT40 consists of: Recommended desk fixings:

This mount is available in black, or with a silver post and black bracket as pictured.

AC-MP mini PC mounting plate

Pictured: Odyssey Neo G9 
G95NC 57”ultrawide

Accessory:

Single
post

Adaptor
kit

Stacked 
post
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